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Purpose  

Key Bank Boost & Build and JumpStart Inc. sought partnerships to better understand the layout of the 

technology ecosystem for Black and Brown residents in Central Ohio. The true size of the ecosystem has 

been historically hard to define. This compounds the problem of an adequate assessment of the 

ecosystem’s requirements: determining investment of capital – fiscal and social, improving supplier 

diversity, increasing ability to meet demand, the rendering of technical assistance, and meeting the 

aspiration of leveraging technology investment as a vehicle for reducing wealth gaps in communities of 

color. To meet the challenge, the Women’s Center for Economic Opportunity organized the initial Central 

Ohio Tech & Innovation Collaborative (COTIC) – comprised of more than a dozen local minority tech firms. 

 

Scope  

COTIC first formally convened on May 21, 2021. Members agreed that a mixed method approach – 

involving story sharing, dialogue, and thorough analysis of survey data – was the best path forward on 

assessing needs for the complex environment. As COVID-19 was still an important element of engaging 

with others in the community, the decision was made to offer digital options for the following sequence 

of qualitative research: subject matter expert (SME) pathfinding, virtual focus groups, key stakeholder 

interviews (KSIs), and community convenings. A seminal “Community Technology Survey” would be 

administered to conclude the process, however, different elements within the survey structure would be 

tested as feedback opportunity from the community convenings. Each facilitator agreed to provide a 

summary of their impressions of each experience to be incorporated into the final reporting.  

 

Qualitative Research Process  

 SME Pathfinding 

After the kickoff and project introduction, senior delegates from each COTIC partner 

engaged in a pathfinding session facilitated by the chief researcher for the effort. A Gant 

chart was used to illustrate the tentative deadlines for project efforts, and the team 

decided that effectively describing the ecosystem required multiple rounds with different 

groups: Black (African American and African Immigrant) tech entrepreneurs, Latinx tech 

entrepreneurs, tech investors, tech procurers, tech-enabled entrepreneurs, tech-

adjacent non-owners, tech founders of color to be, and tech consumers in the locale.  

The session with SMEs further distinguished several core positions that are germane to 

basic tech ecosystem function: organizational consumers, private consumers, funders, 

software developers, hardware builders, staff augmenters, software distributors, tech 

founders, and the growing community of tech-possible professionals and companies. 

COTIC’s SME panel had the ultimate task of identifying obstacles for consideration in the 

scripts to be used in both qualitative and quantitative data collectors. In brief, the 

assumptions defined by the panel from lived experience would serve as the foundation  
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for the standardized question sets used in both the focus groups and KSIs. That 

information would then be used to refine KSIs with funders and procurement 

professionals – with the intention of ensuring sufficient comparison of notions held by 

non-funders and funders on what mattered to doing business in tech spaces.  

Resulting content would fuel the initial question set for the Community Technology 

Survey items which were packaged as a “Community Convening Feedback Survey”. 

Feedback would come from smaller clusters but would allow for further validation of the 

dynamic survey method and skip logic prior to Spanish translation and rolling out to the 

broader community. The totality of findings would be synthesized into a more advanced 

survey using the TrunkBranch™ method of multi-group item compatibility.  

 

Focus Groups 

Though many demarcations were made, the COTIC leadership team opted to define five 

ecosystem segments for focus groups: African American tech entrepreneurs, African tech 

entrepreneurs, Latinx tech entrepreneurs, tech investors, and procurement 

professionals. Each focus group had its own distinct script designed for 6-8 participants 

with a scheduled duration of ~50 minutes in the setting. Focus groups were facilitated 

(with informed consent) during recorded Zoom session. Thematic content analysis was 

used to determine important messages (see next major section for results, see 

Appendices for core question sets).  

  KSIs 

 Unlike focus groups and community convenings, those that fund or invest in tech were  

  sourced from both within Columbus Metropolitan Area and without. Four sub-industries       

  included:  Public sector procurement, private sector procurement, incubator capital, and 

  venture capital were included in the KSIs. Each KSI was scripted for semi-structured  

  individual conversation designed to last 45-60 minutes. KSIs were facilitated (with  

  informed consent) during either recorded Zoom or recorded telephone conversations. 

 

 Community Convenings 

Two community convenings were held – one within the Black community and one within 

the Latinx community. Sessions were deliberately not recorded and allowed to vary in 

style and duration. Participants were provided the link for the Community Convening 

Feedback Survey and prompted to complete the survey prior to exiting their respective 

convened session.  
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Qualitative Research Findings  

 SME Pathfinding 

The SME panel arrived at several core assumptions that cover fiscal needs, proposal 

fluency, institutional visibility, perceived capability vs. actual capability, unrealistic self-

assessments of skill (COMPTIA vs. fully stacked developer), sales of other’s software vs. 

original SaaS, understanding of marketplace/competition, and formal presentation. 

• Minority tech entrepreneurs are not connected enough among organizational 

consumers to receive the “warm handoff” their counterparts do, resulting in less 

business opportunity.  

• Minority tech entrepreneurs are considered too small to win full bids.  

• Minority tech entrepreneurs are not willing to collaborate with one another to 

demonstrate relevant past performance to win full bids. 

o Past performance expectations in procurement prevent minority tech 

entrepreneurs from qualifying for further review. 

o Embedded MBE and MBE set aside are fractions of full bids and are often 

undesirable to minority tech entrepreneurs. 

• New/small minority tech entrepreneurs struggle to penetrate within the private 

sector because they are overlooked for big names with established relationships. 

• Minority tech entrepreneurs rarely have the hard skills of coding and/or hardware 

building that are in demand within the market. 

o Minority tech entrepreneurs are unaware of the norms in proposals (rates, 

skills, bidding using hours or master schedules, typical lifespans, NET 

payment, or general market research) and lose due to not having all 

documentation in order. 

o Most minority tech entrepreneurs do not have the knowledge necessary to 

get feedback and scoring for denied proposals – nor to acquire the winning 

bid documentation to compare against. 

Many of these assumptions are treated as hypotheses based on selected algorithms 

using Community Technology Survey data fields in the next major section. 
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 Focus Groups 

  The following major themes for each focus group are presented in chronological order  

  of groups being held. This allows for a more concise report of commonalities and  

  differences from the groups that concluded prior. 

• African American Focus Groups 

o There were four (4) major themes across both African American tech 

entrepreneur focus group:  

▪ Invisibility [four-pronged] 

• LOW/NO access to private sector contracting opportunities 

• LOW/NO consideration when unwritten rules aren’t 

followed in bidding/proposing/funder searches 

• NO access to capital for the development necessary to 

make a product competitive in larger marketplaces than the 

local community 

• NOT taken seriously compared against White counterparts 

▪ Corporate Literacy [two-pronged] 

• Unsure what funders want, so they provide all they can 

think of, lose funder interest, and lose future consideration 

for appearing as amateurs 

• Struggle with the paperwork side of proposals – but don’t 

like to admit it nor seek help 

▪ Unmet Desire for Business Mentorship [two-pronged] 

• Seasoned minority professionals in the field have not made 

themselves to the generations under them to teach/grow 

• Current minority tech firms want to keep their success and 

market share as the “go to minority agency” for Embedded 

MBE or supplier diversity to themselves 

▪ Advocacy [two-pronged] 

• NO sole organization to get advice, gain notification of 

opportunities, or find partners to work with 

• LOW interest from funders in solutions that are not 5X or 

greater (considers that they are not prepared for meetings 

with those funders, but also are not asking for large sums of 

money either) 

 

• African Focus Group 

o Compared to the African American tech entrepreneur focus group, the 

African tech entrepreneur focus group found two (2) additional themes: 

▪ Preference for Bilingual Communication (three-pronged) 

• HIGH frustration with bid opportunities not being presented 

in their respective mother languages 

•  MODERATE frustration with not being able to submit 

proposals in their respective mother languages 
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• Non-recognition of business perspective that deliverables 

are for native English speakers so why would deliverables 

be adapted 

▪ Unmet Desire for Business Mentorship (third prong) 

• Felt that youth intergenerational mentorship from more 

experienced professionals and to youth was a hallmark of a 

healthy Black tech ecosystem 

 

• Latinx Focus Group 

o Compared to the African American and African tech entrepreneur focus 

groups, two (2) new major themes emerged: 

▪ Advocacy (third prong)  

• HIGH desire for place-based resources and advocacy centers 

▪ Preference for Bilingual Communication (fourth and fifth prongs) 

• Anxiety about using English in business conversations – 

worried about sounding unprofessional  

• Confident they would effectively convey pitches/proposals 

if able to speak directly with someone who used same 

mother tongue 

• Procurement Focus Group 

o Compared to the African American tech entrepreneur, African tech 

entrepreneur, and Latinx entrepreneur focus groups, two (2) new major 

themes emerged: 

▪ Corporate Literacy (third and fourth prongs) 

• Black tech entrepreneurs think they can do it all and haven’t 

built teams (marketing, client management, people who can 

sell and service) and simply don’t have the capacity to step 

into larger contracts 

• Black tech entrepreneurs are often unaware of what is 

going on in the market – other products/services/solutions 

– and therefore haven’t tailored their pitch or product to 

compete with business needs of procurement officers 

• Funder Focus Group 

o Due to unforeseen circumstances, the team designated with the 

responsibility for completing the funder focus group was unable to fulfill 

their duties. Project scheduling necessitated additional dialogue with 

alternate SMEs to share their insights and an alternate configuration of KSIs 

to gain the desired information. 
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  KSIs 

  KSIs were completed in three forms – recorded semi-structured video, recorded semi- 

  structured audio, and with written response to questions. As referenced, there were  

  distinct scripts to guide conversations (and allowed prompt to afford participants the  

  opportunity to further flesh out ideas or points. 

• Procurement KSIs 

o Notice of contracting opportunities (four-pronged; not in ranked order) 

▪ Publish through website AND/OR social media 

▪ Use of word of mouth to promote with prior vendors 

o Confidence factors in selecting a proposal (four-pronged; not in ranked 

order) 

▪ Exceeds past performance (if a company has handled projects larger 

than the current RFP, there is increased confidence that company 

can handle the smaller scale)  

▪ Answers all questions effectively 

▪ Has completed all required components  

▪ Has requested documentation (including MBE, and insurance 

verifications) 

▪ Writing quality 

• Improper punctuation 

• Rambling 

• Not concise 

• Too much context beyond the RFP request 

▪ Credibility 

• Reputation with internal informal references (other 

departments, divisions, sister agencies, etc.) 

• Unbiased evidence regarding the effectiveness of the 

proposed solution 

o Presenting 

▪ Barely any Latinos are submitting proposals or are pitching 

▪ Minority tech entrepreneurs don’t have clean pitch decks and leave 

behinds together like their counterparts do 

▪ Lack of confidence in answering follow-up questions 

o Supplier Diversity 

▪ When there is a mandate to seek out increased supplier diversity, 

that mandate is interpreted to mean “African American” businesses 

and not Latinx or African businesses 

▪ Minority businesses, in large part, aren’t responding to RFPs 
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• Funder KSIs 

o Funding Ideas (two-pronged; not in ranked order) 

▪ Minority tech entrepreneurs are not educated enough about 

different funding types  

• Most think they are ready for large infusions of cash but 

have not yet sorted out basic infrastructure  

• When seeking funding, minority tech entrepreneurs will 

have many small commitments but there isn’t enough 

oversight or control left (shares, etc.) to justify significant 

investment – if an entrepreneur raised 20% of needed funds 

from sources that they have promised 50% of the revenue 

to, but want 80% of needed funds from an investor and are 

offering small returns that take a long time, they are 

unlikely to be funded 

▪ Most minority tech entrepreneurs seek out ANY capital that may 

work instead of matchmaking with funders/investors in their market 

segment 

• This creates lots of rejection for minority tech 

entrepreneurs to deal with  

• “Everybody will listen to you, and they will waste your time” 

– the investment of time and expense in pitching can also 

cause further hardship for minority tech entrepreneurs who 

have not focused their efforts 

o Risk Aversion (four-pronged; not in ranked order) 

▪ To invest, there needs to be a high level of confidence in both the 

company (typically individual presenting) as well as the solution 

itself 

▪ Looking for enough shares/ownership to be as far away or as close 

as they are comfortable being 

▪ Least risk averse opportunities come only when the funder 

understands the market segment, how the product/service 

competes, and sees that it is differentiated enough to win  

• If the team’s cohesion and commitment is communicated 

effectively enough, the relationship is one of trust up front 

▪ Most risk averse investment opportunities come with increased 

interaction and progress reporting 

• Even if the team’s cohesion and commitment is 

communicated effectively, the relationship is one of trust 

built slowly over time by hitting deadlines and validation of 

work  

o Scalability (two-pronged; not in ranked order) 

▪ Not looking to invest with less than a 3X return over a reasonable 

(unquantified) period of time 

• Relies on proven effectiveness of product  
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o Many who seek investment are wary of having 

products/services tested prior to investment  

o Many minority tech entrepreneurs are worried 

about their idea or concept being stolen so they 

drop out of consideration on their own 

• Sales Planning 

o Many minority tech entrepreneurs have not 

thought through, let alone constructed, a scalable 

sales funnel 

o Minority tech entrepreneurs often think too locally, 

and have not conceptualized how their solution can 

be modular and portable 

 

Juxtaposition  

  In the spirit of concision, there are five core axes to help Black and Brown tech   

  entrepreneurs better align with procurement professionals and investors. Though more  

  specific opportunities exist (such as improving English proficiency and utilizing market  

  research early in the development process), the table below synthesizes common issues. 
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Quantitative Research Process  

 To effectively map the Black and Brown tech ecosystem in Central Ohio, the 2021 COTIC 

Community Survey (CS) was created using both qualitative findings and supplemental dialogue with SMEs. 

It was comprised of a total ninety-eight (98) items – including all items in both English and Spanish. After 

collecting demographics, general consumer internet connectivity points, and zip codes, it used dynamic 

routing to provide a specific set of questions based on the respondent’s current role / interest in the 

Central Ohio minority tech ecosystem. Seven routes were pre-defined: Tech Founder – Current, Tech 

Founder – Future, Tech Founder – Past, Funder of Tech, Procurer of Tech, Tech Worker – Current, and 

Consumer Only. Each route had branch points where respondents would then receive alternate question 

paths based on their reported experiences and opt for entry into a raffle for gift cards based on their 

participation and provision of name and email address. In total, 112 unique email addresses were gained 

for COTIC’s growing community of interest through the process. The forward sections apply data 

visualizations for Demographics, Group Consumer Experiences, and Group Specific Items (Routes). 

Critical Note: There were 0 respondents who identified that they were “Tech Founder – Past” and 

0 respondents opted for the Spanish version of the instrument (though 2 identified as Latinx). The survey 

achieved 225 responses, however, when isolating to Franklin County zip codes, there were a total of 124 

usable responses where informed consent was granted. The survey was delivered digitally, promoted 

vigorously through personal emails from COTIC members to their networks, and published to both COTIC’s 

website and members’ social media. The link was active between 8/26/2021 and 9/3/2021. 

 

Quantitative Research Findings | Demographics 

 

 

 

  

45%

52%

2% 1% 1%

COTIC 2021 CS | Central Ohio Participation, by Race

Black White Latinx Asian-American Indigenous American

The survey was open to any 

respondent. Final reporting 

excluded any participant who 

provided a zip code outside of the 

36 codes that comprise Franklin 

County. Below compares 

participation to the 2019 American 

Community Survey: 

• White responses were 

lower (66.8% pop) 

• Black responses were higher 

(23.8% of pop) 

• Latinx responses were lower 

(5.7% of pop) 

• Indigenous American 

responses higher (0.3% pop) 

• Asian responses were lower 

(~3.9% of pop) 
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Notes:  

• Members of the LGBTQIAP+ community (any race) were grossly underrepresented 

in respondents to the survey instrument.  

• Latinx participants were also underrepresented in respondents to the survey 

instrument in English (see above re: Spanish version). 

• Black women reported an interest or current relationship with tech 138% more 

frequently than the rate for Black men. 

  

23

5

1 1 1
2

7

1
2

16

4

1 1

41

1 1 1 11
2

1

10

2021 COTIC CS | Representation, by Race and Gender

Consumer Only Funder of Tech Procurer of Tech

Tech Founder, Current Tech Founder, Future Tech Worker, Current
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Notes: 

• White men demonstrate an interest in tech entrepreneurship 6.5 years sooner than 

Black men, and ~21 years sooner than Black women 

• Considering Black women’s reported mean ages across categories, and interest in 

future founding, it can be surmised that they are a likely Future Founders cohort 

• People of color are likely to have little/no representation as Funders of Tech

48.6

53.2

35.0
23.0

27.0

52.5

28.9

28.0

45.0

48.3

34.0

29.0

41.0

27.5

34.0

56.0

32.0

38.0

55.0

33.5

47.0

34.3

Black Women

Black Men

Black Non-Binary

White Women

White Men

White Non-Binary

Latinx Women

Latinx Men

Asian-American Men

Indigenous American Men

Mean Age of Respondents

2021 COTIC CS | Representation, by Age, Race, Gender

Tech Worker, Current Tech Founder, Future Tech Founder, Current Procurer of Tech Funder of Tech Consumer Only
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Quantitative Research Findings | Group Consumer Experiences  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

51%

74%

53%

72%

58%

46%

43%

54%

74%

85%

40%

50%

50%

50%

40%

40%

50%

50%

40%

60%

80%

86%

78%

86%

84%

86%

82%

80%

88%

89%

50%

100%

70%

100%

100%

40%

70%

70%

100%

90%

62%

75%

64%

67%

66%

63%

58%

61%

81%

86%

50%

67%

51%

71%

66%

53%

57%

63%

80%

78%

59%

75%

61%

70%

66%

59%

57%

61%

77%

81%

Mean Rate of Food Orders

Mean Rate of Navigation

Mean Rate of Finding Activities

Mean Rate of Mobile Banking

Mean Rate of Entertainment (Movies/TV)

Mean Rate of Passive Gaming

Mean Rate of Regular Purchases

Mean Rate of Special Purchases

Mean Satisfaction with Home Broadband Speed

Mean Satisfaction with Cellular Service at Home

2021 COTIC CS | Tech Utilization Experiences as Consumers

Consumer Only Funder of Tech Procurer of Tech Tech Founder, Current

Tech Founder, Future Tech Worker, Current Average for All Types of Respondents

Note: “Mean Rate(s)” above reflect the frequency that members of each 

group use their smartphones to complete the activity, out of all occurrences. 
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Notes: 

• Upon consideration of the data, the research team synthesized an algorithm called 

“composite tech utilization”. This score (between 1.0 and 10.0) describes the 

frequency of use and ultimately the typical personal relationship that members of 

each group have with their personal technology. Upon further study, it is 

hypothesized that this algorithm will accurately correlate with and then predict the 

techno-nativity of each group.  

• Critical – Procurers of Tech and Funders of Tech are at opposite ends of the 

algorithm, suggesting that decisions to fund or not fund tech initiatives are more 

about the return on investment than they are the desire for innovation. This is a 

conflict to themes provided by Funders of Tech later in the survey.  

• As expected, Tech Founders – Current are perpetually interacting with their devices. 

• For future consideration, it may be valuable to explore whether age or race are 

important factors to the algorithms rankings.   
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Note:  Tech Founders – Current, Tech Founders – Future, and Funders of Tech all agreed that most Black 

and Brown businesses in the Central Ohio tech ecosystem were not yet ready for advanced or higher-

dollar investments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: 

• Written documents are critical for getting pitches. Quality of solution has equal 

weight to Capability Statement. This suggests that a great idea packaged decently 

does better than a decent idea with immaculate packaging.  

50%

50%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Ready for Pre-Seed Capital

Ready for Seed Capital

Series A

Series B

Series C

IPO

From Tech Funder's Perspective | Percent of Black and Brown Businesses Ready 
for Investment, at Time of Introduction to Funder

9% 9% 10% 10% 11% 11% 12%

Quality of Solution

Capability Statement

State Designations (MBE, WBE, VOB, EDGE)

Comparative Cost to Others in Marketplace

Submission of All Required Documents

Quality of Writing

Past Performance at Requested Scale

References

Partnership with Other Tech Companies

Membership in Professional Organizations

From the Funder's Perspective | Top 3 "Look-Fors" in Written Proposals, by 
Percentage of Total Feedback
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Notes: 

• Revisiting the conflict between the composite tech utilization algorithm (indicating 

that Funders of Tech had the lowest surveyed rates of digital livelihood) and the 

feedback provided here (innovation is just as important as profit), Funders are 

slightly less concerned with a Coding Stack than they are Time Until Net Profit. This 

fact pattern suggests that Innovation may represent something other than 

technological advancement, perhaps, Innovation for Funders looks has more to do 

with portfolio or personal satisfaction with being involved with the edge of industry. 

• Critical – Funders are just as concerned with High English Proficiency during a pitch 

as they are the Time Until Net Profit. In consideration, this may indicate that Tech 

Founders – Current and Tech Founders – Future who speak English as a Second 

Language may want to ensure that their presentation ability is satisfactory. This is 

stated in full view of the fact that the Return Rate Itself, Ambitious Goals, and 

having Lots of Confidence are all lower tier for the average Funder than High English 

Proficiency.   

 

From the Funder’s Perspective | Top 2 “Biggest Misses” of Minority Tech Entrepreneurs vs. Peers 

1) Minority tech entrepreneurs do not submit written proposals to most opportunities 

2) When a proposal is submitted, minority tech entrepreneurs often fail to detail Time Until Net 

Profit 

9% 9% 10% 10% 11% 11% 12%

Time Until Net Profit

High English Proficiency

Innovation

Clear View of Market

Ambitious Goals

They Already Have External Investment

Return Rate Itself

They Have a Business Mentor

They Have a Coding Stack

Lots of Confidence

From the Funder's Perspective | Top 3 "Listen-Fors" in Pitches, by Percentage 
of Total Feedback
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Notes:  

• Relationships are stratified as both Memberships to Orgs (likely indicates that the 

entrepreneur has a support system) and active Partnership with Other Companies. 

• An important place where Funders of Tech and Procurers of Tech differ is in the 

weighting that they apply to the Quality of Solution. Funders want a high-quality 

solution, whereas Procurers want a reasonably priced solution with Comparative 

Cost to Others in Marketplace. This suggests that both underbidding and 

overbidding are problematic for Black and Brown tech entrepreneurs to win bids. 

This indicates that market research, cross-competition knowledge, and state of the 

field are all critical elements.  

o Professional tech entrepreneur supporting organizations (such as COTIC) 

would be well-suited to address these needs through structured services. 

 

From the Procurement Officer’s Perspective | Biggest Trends in Supplier Diversity 

1) Required to embed MBE or other designation requirements in some opportunities 

2) Black and Latinx tech entrepreneurs tend to trail in both on-hand resources and capacity to 

impact the market 

3) Proposals from ESL responders are typically more concise and focus on community-level impact 
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Notes:  

• The average Tech Founder – Current, has survived the first year in business (an 

important achievement).  

• [FROM SURVEY THEMATIC DATA] They have struggled to launch a product or service 

offering. Indications of the direction of those who responded: 

o Want to have others build out the Founder’s idea 

o May be unsure of what IT project lifecycles look like 

o Are likely funding contractors out of their own pockets, and then plan to 

market and sell once the product is ready 

o They’ve not yet formally transacted business, which may add further 

credence to the project lifecycle indication, in that, they are unaware of 

pilot, beta, version, and element testing  

 

 

1.3

$0 

0

1

0.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Average Estimated Age of Tech Business (in years)

Average Gross Profit, Prior Year

Average Employees on Roster (Founder Excluded)

Average 1099 Contractors on Roster

Average People in Company with Certification: Scrum Master

Average People in Company with Coding Stack: MEAN

Average People in Company with Coding Stack: MERN

Average People in Company with Coding Stack: MEVN

Average People in Company with Coding Stack: LAMP

Average People in Company with Coding Stack: Serverless

Average People in Company with Coding Stack: Any Database
Management

Average People in Company with Staff Augmentation Experience

Average People in Company with Any Digital Media Experience

Average People in Company with Any Social Media Endorsements

Tech Founders - Current | Business Profiles, Brief
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Notes: Founders-to-Be who are in Accounting or Not in Tech or Tech-Adjacent Roles presently want to 

create tech businesses where they hire employees – the highest groups by far. The largest groups of 

respondents were in Software: Development, Sales, or utilization (Accounting). 

12%

2%

3%

10%

1%

15%

2%

11%

29%

1%

1%

1%

1%

7%

5%

25%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

50%

85%

57%

100%

100%

33%

75%

8%

9%

67%

35%

100%

100%

100%

Accounting

Graphic Design

Has tech idea but no capital

Hardware Builds

Use tech to make/print (3D)

Software Sales

Hardware Sales

Cyber Security

Develop Software

Electrical Engineering

Other Code Writing

Tech Apprenticeship

Trains Others on Specific Platform

Staff augmentation

Not in Tech or Tech-Adjacent Role
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TECH FOUNDERS - FUTURE | PRESENT ROLE VS. AMBITION

Wants to: Promote in Current Organization Wants to: Launch Business with Employees

Wants to: Become Sole Proprietor Presence within Total Responses
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Notes: 

• [FROM SURVEY THEMATIC DATA] Founders-to-Be have limited coding experience on 

the whole, however, they tend to be more interested in becoming Sole Proprietors 

or Employers within the Black and Brown tech ecosystem in Central Ohio. 

• Consider the unique case of those who currently use tech within professions related 

to Accounting, they may have aspirations of righting wrongs or increasing 

functionality of Accounting related programs. 

o This concept could be applied (leveraging extensive work experience – 

particularly in the case of the long work histories of Black women who 

responded to the survey as Tech Founders – Future – to use tech to fill a 

need that tech ecosystem in Central Ohio can bear). 

• Staff augmentation tends to be more HR focused than rooted in hard coding, 

accordingly, there is promise for those Founders-to-Be with an organizational 

partner to help them understand bidding, norms in the IT field, endorsements, 

recruiting, networking, etc. 

24%

4%

1%

7%
63%

Tech Founders - Future | Desired IT Sectors to Deliver Goods/Services

Staff Augmentation

Hardware Distributor

Hardware Designer

Software Distributor

Software Designer
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Note: As aforementioned, Founders-to-Be identified that they were not qualified for advanced 

independent funding yet; however, they did demonstrate a recognition of the need to leverage personal 

finances to reach the stage where they could be considered for Accelerator, VC, or Angel funding. 

Conversely, this indicates that funding education and skill building in proposing and pitching are needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:  

• Among Founders-to-Be, the greatest anticipated barriers to emergence as a Tech 

Founder are clustered around Startup Technical Assistance. More specifically, 

learning the administrative and common practice landscape. This is further directed 

by anxieties around funding and not knowing what ecosystem entrepreneurship 

opportunities exist outside of coding.  

42%

14%

3%

13%

16%

10%

3%

Small Business Loan from a Bank

Small Business Association (SBA) loan

Accelerator Investment

Home Equity Line of Credit

Crowdfunding

Angel Investment

Venture Capital

Tech Founders - Future | Perceptions of Startup Funding they Qualify for 
(Today), as Percentage of Total Feedback Received

60%

75%
79%

Acquire IT Skills Funding Startup Technical Assistance

Tech Founders - Future | Top 3 Barriers to Getting Started, as Percentage of 
Founders-to-Be with Response in their Top 3
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Recommendations for Further Investment  

The Black and Brown tech ecosystem in Central Ohio is in its institutional infancy, however, it benefits 

from its geography where there are: stable broadband and mobile infrastructures, relatively high rates of 

residents demonstrating a digital lifestyle through applications and widgets, a growing population across 

several demographic groups, a wide range of tech-comfortable consumers, and eager tech founders and 

founders-to-be. The overall marketplace is robust and has many large well-established non-minority firms, 

and so for the Black and Brown tech ecosystem to grow, it must build capacity and compete effectively.  

 

The first step is not a specific course or certification that should be adopted, but rather a hybrid and 

holistic approach. To increase capability, the Black and Brown tech ecosystem in Central Ohio first requires 

an anchor professional organization that can:  

• meet the many needs of a diverse population of founders and founders to be; train 

tech entrepreneurs – particularly those of color – in market research, differentiation, 

conceptualizations, IT lifecycle, varied product and service paths and the 

requirements therein, field norms in IT, professional writing, proposal creating, 

pitching, customer service, leadership, intellectual property law, distribution, staffing 

augmentation norms, and other germane topics to building lasting IT businesses;  

• link and guide mentoring relationships and apprenticeships; and serve as an advocate 

and connector for a fair field of play for active, potential, and past members of the 

Black and Brown tech ecosystem in Central Ohio; 

• and can cultivate and lead a shared vision for the Black and Brown tech ecosystem. 

 

COTIC is poised to serve in this capacity and can do so with Projected Year 1 costs can range from $250,000 

- $750,000. Depending on the organizational configuration – social enterprise or for-profit – returns are 

likely to be substantial.  

 

 

For operational maps (by Central Ohio zip code), please visit 

http://COTIC.us/findings 

 

http://cotic.us/findings

